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For an autoflower, Northern Lights Autoflowering can reach an impressive height of 120cm and she can
do it very fast in only 9 weeks from seed to harvest. Because of her good size for an autoflower and
some massive buds, she can give you as much as 200g of some aromatic and resin-oozing NL goodness
if you grow her in good conditions. Northern Lights Autoflower Harvest . iHateSativa. 0 . 8 . 6 . 8663 . 3
years ago . Northern Lights Auto. Crop King Seeds. VEG . LED / 1000W. Custom . FLO . LED /
1000W. Custom . Indoor. Room Type. Copy link . Weeks . FLO . 10. weeks . HAR . Nor. Crop King
Seeds . ... next time i'll definitely wait until at least 40 % amber hopefully that would ... #autoflower
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Auto-flowering Northern Lights brings all the famous qualities of the original strain while combining
the genetics of Ruderalis to create a very easy to grow auto seed. The plants can reach 120cm outdoors
and grow seed to flower in 12 weeks. Northern Lights Auto is one of the most popular indica dominant
cannabis cultivars worldwide, due to its resistance, rapid flowering, and many resinous buds. He has
Afghan and Thai roots. Its aroma is sweet and rich, and the smoke gives a euphoric and relaxing effect.
This variety officially appeared in the 1980s in the Netherlands.
Orange Apricot Mac #1 bred by @capulator at day 55 with the lower branches making the next batch of
F2s. Then the next clone getting started at day 15. Never want to run out of OA x Mac ?? recommended
you read

Hello everyone I am a currently growing a nice autoflowers called Northern lights by Royal queen seeds
right now I am currently smoking some lemon haze and thinking to myself is my northern lights ready to
be harvested let me know thanks ... if your times are right its time but its really up to u do u got a scoop
so u can see the tricrom and ... #grow #yougrowlanucia #yougrow #shoplanucia #grower #hydroponics
#cbd #grower #growyourown #organico #cultivaconprofesionales #cultivo #sustratos #fertilizantes
#indoor #hydrostore #growroom #cultivos #canna Northern Lights Veg time. Thread starter Flaming
Pie; Start date Jun 27, 2012; Flaming Pie Well-Known Member. ... Otherwise if u lookin for a plant u
can grow from seeds in 60 days look into auto-flowering strains u can get either feminized or reg, and u
can keep em on a 24 hr light cycle if u want to try and maximize ur yield since u dont have ...
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#marijuana #indoorgrow #growlife #tent #growtent #thc #cbd #hobbygrow Northern Delights Auto:
mixes Northern Lights, Skunk and Haze Auto. Northern Delights Auto truly is a wonderful mix of
cannabis genetics. Part of its genetic make up comes from the legendary and world famous strain of
Northern Lights, well known and appreciated for its its relaxing and euphoric highs, enhanced by earthy
and sweet tastes. #pinktyson #cannabiscommunity420 #weedreviews #cannabiscommunity
#smokeweedeveryday #hybrid #indica #sativa #medicalmarijuana #thc #craftcannabis #topshelf
#weedstagram #weedpics #canadiancannabis #cloudsovercanada #terps #maryjane #marijuana
#highallthetime #weedcommunity #cannabis #cannabisculture #weed #weedporn #highlife #420
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